In the Spotlight

Micro-Finance
Manager
After hours, Risk Analytics & Instruments’
Birgit Galemann models a better future for
Uganda’s fledgling entrepreneurs

part of his campaign to bring the
organization to that crucial breakeven mark—which it hit in 2006.
Hofokam got there by wisely
administering its USD1.5 million
loan portfolio. To qualify for a loan,
the MFI’s roughly 14,000 clients
must have already saved 20 percent of the amount they are requesting. They then apply by
forming an association with some
20 other villagers to whom the
MFI issues a group loan; the
members serve as one another’s
financial guarantors. To help

icrofinance has been a
hot topic in the news
lately, thanks to
Bangladeshi banker and economist
Dr. Muhammad Yunus, who won
the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize for his
pioneering work in developing microcredit. The founder of the
Grameen Bank, which lends to entrepreneurs too poor to qualify for
traditional bank loans, called the
award important support for “the
proposition that peace is linked to
poverty.”
That notion is not new to Birgit
Galemann, RAI’s Head of Derivatives Exposure Methodology, who
recently returned from a two-week
stint in Uganda helping to implement a new performance-modeling tool she built for the MicrofiClockwise from top left: Birgit Galemann
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ed in everything from additional
services Hofokam might provide,
like helping to bring a solar energy
provider into the community, to the
basics of cash flow analysis,” she
says, noting that, for families who
may be enjoying for the first time
the security of having money in the
bank, the notion of holding some in
reserve for potential business setbacks is novel. Says Birgit, “Seeing
clients embrace the knowledge
they need to take their businesses
to the next level gave me a really
good feeling about the change taking place there.”
Birgit hopes that upward
trend will lead to Hofokam’s
application for a loan from
DB’s Micro Credit Development Fund, which has already distributed USD1.8
million to microfinance institutions in India, Indonesia,
and Sri Lanka. If Hofokam
were awarded a loan, it
would use the cash as collateral to receive financing
from the local capital market. Toward that end, Birgit’s model could prove instrumental, as it allows
Hofokam’s general manager
to model the current and future state of the company’s
performance based upon
the interplay of the many
variables affecting cost and
income.
Though the parameters
Birgit and her Derivatives
Exposure Methodology
team use to develop DB’s crossproduct credit risk engine for derivatives are different from those the
Hofokam model encompasses,
she finds her job and volunteer
work not all that different: “Both
require the same approach,
whether it’s developing a methodology for measuring DB’s repo
transaction exposures or building a
tool for Hofokam that clarifies
which of the many screws can be
turned to increase performance,”
she says. “The challenge is to marshal all the parameters that describe the current state of ‘the
world’ in order to predict what it
might become.” For Ugandans
who’ve had the help of Hofokam—
and the benefit of Birgit’s expertise
and commitment—that future is
looking brighter. —MH

